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L’observatoire Pierre Auger

• Plus grand observatoire de RC (3000km2) 

• Design pour E > 1018eV 

• Detection hybride: 
• 1660 detecteurs de surface 
• 5 sites de detection de fluorescence



1.3 The Pierre Auger Observatory Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays

2.3 Fluorescence Detector The Pierre Auger Observatory

(a) Los Leones (b) mirror and PMT camera

(c) UV filter with the corrector ring and the PMT camera

Figure 2.9: Setup of the fluorescence detector (FD).
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Figure 1.7: Left: Scheme of one FD telescope (from [31]). Right: Picture of Los Leones FD station,
with next to it the telecommunication tour. (from [32]).

contain each six telescopes, and each telescope is equipped with a 12 m2 mirror focusing the
UV light from EAS to a 440 pixels camera (Fig. 1.7 (left)). The field of view of one telescope
is 30 �⇥30 � in elevation and azimuth and so that the six telescopes per station cover 180 � in
azimuth as depicted in Fig. 1.7 (right). A fifth station, HEAT station in Fig. 1.6, comprises
3 additional telescopes that can be tilted to higher elevation angle to study air showers at
energies down to below 1017 eV.
As the shower crosses the atmosphere, the emitted photons reach the telescope and the
triggered pixels form a track in the camera. The reconstruction of the EAS is a two steps
process. First, the sequence of triggered pixels fixes the plane containing the shower axis and
the detector (named SDP in Fig. 1.8 (left)). Next, the timing information of the pixels ti
from a direction �i is used to reconstruct the shower axis in this plane, i.e. the parameters
�0, the angle between the shower axis and the horizontal line in the SDP, Rp, the closest
distance from the shower axis to the telescope and t0, the time along the shower axis at which
Rp is reached. It is retrieved with the equation:

ti = t0 +
Rp

c
tan(

�0 � �i

2
) (1.3.1)

The reconstruction can be performed when the shower is observed only by one FD site,
called monocular event, but some degeneracy can remain in the parameters �0 and Rp. This
degeneracy is broken in case of hybrid event, i.e. if the shower has also triggered the surface
detector, or stereo event, i.e. observed in two FD sites. The geometric reconstruction is then
improved. A detailed description of the detector components and the reconstruction of FD
events are reported in [31].
After the geometric reconstruction, the observed fluorescence light as a function of time is
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because in hadronic cascade the fraction of primary en-
ergy directed into the electromagnetic component in-
creases with energy.
Similarly the slope of the exponential can be related

to the shower maximum using simulations. The relation
between the two is essentially linear ((Arqueros et al.,
2000; Fowler et al., 2001)).
The low duty cycle (Cherenkov detector can only be

operated on clear dark nights), the short core distance
up to which the inner slope parameter can be used to es-
timate Xmax and consequently the small spacing within
units made this technique inappropriate to study EAS
beyond an energy of about 1017 eV. The success of the
fluorescence detection technique contributed to the de-
cline in the interest for this technique at the highest en-
ergies.

3. Fluorescent light

The charged secondary particles in EAS produce ul-
traviolet light through nitrogen fluorescence. Nitrogen
molecules, excited by a passing shower, emit photons
isotropically into several spectral bands between 300 and
420 nm. As discussed above, a much larger fraction of
UV light is emitted as Cherenkov photons. But this emis-
sion is strongly beamed along the shower axis and usually
considered as a background to fluorescence detection.

FIG. 6 Sketch of the detection principles of a fluorescence
detector. The fluorescence light emitted by the air shower
is collected on a large mirror and focussed onto a camera
composed of photo-multipliers (Auger collaboration).

The first fluorescence detector assembled for UHECR
detection was laid down by Greisen and his team in the
mid 60’s ((Bunner, 1967; Bunner et al., 1967)). Small
mirrors and the atmospheric conditions did not allow to
record signals from EAS. Detectors were built in the late
70’s by a group of the University of Utah and tested
at the Volcano Ranch ground array ((Bergeson et al.,
1977)) while the first detection of fluorescence light from
UHECR was made by Tanahashi and his collaborators

((Hara et al., 1970)). Later on, a fully functional detec-
tor was installed at Dugway (Utah) under the name of
Fly’s Eye ((Baltrusaitis et al., 1985)). It took data from
1981 until 1993 and fully demonstrated the extraordi-
nary potential of the technique . The highest energy
shower ever detected (320 EeV) was observed by this de-
tector. An updated version of this instrument, the High-
Resolution Fly’s Eye, or HiRes ((Boyer et al., 2002)), ran
on this same site from 1997 until 2006.
The fluorescence yield is 4 photons per electron per me-

ter at ground level pressure. Under clear moonless night
conditions, using square-meter scale telescopes and sen-
sitive photodetectors, the UV emission from the highest
energy air showers can be observed at distances in excess
of 20 km from the shower axis. This represents about two
attenuation lengths in a standard desert atmosphere at
ground level. Such a large aperture, instrumented from
a single site, made this technique a very attractive al-
ternative to ground arrays despite a duty cycle of about
10%.
Fluorescence photons reach the telescopes in a direct

line from their source. Thus the collected image reflects
exactly the development of the EM cascade (see figure 6).
From the fluorescence profile it is in principle straight-
forward to obtain the position of the shower maximum
and a calorimetric estimate of the primary energy. In
practice a number of corrections must be made to ac-
count for the scattering and the absorption of the fluo-
rescence light. Also pollution from other sources such as
the Cherenkov component which can be emitted directly,
or di�used by the atmosphere into the telescope, must be
carefully evaluated and accounted for. A constant moni-
toring of the atmosphere and of its optical quality is nec-
essary together with a precise knowledge of the shower
geometry for a careful account for those corrections.

FIG. 7 Geometry of the detection of an air shower by a fluo-
rescence telescope, from (Kuempel et al., 2008).

The shower geometry as viewed from a fluorescence
telescope is depicted in Fig. 7. It is defined by the shower
detector plane (SDP), the distance of closest approach
Rp, the time t0 along the shower axis at the distance
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Figure 9: Example of a longitudinal air shower development as measured with
fluorescence telescopes. Data points are taken from [145] (E = (30 ± 2) EeV)
and compared to ten simulated [133] air showers for three di⇥erent primary
particle types using the hadronic interaction model Epos1.99 [36].

groups (see e.g. [150]) similar to what is done for surface de-
tectors. In the following, however, we will concentrate on the
first two moments of the Xmax-distribution, �Xmax⇥ and �(Xmax).

For the determination of the average shower maximum, ex-
periments bin the recorded events in energy and calculate the
mean of the measured shower maxima. For this averaging not
all events are used, but only those that fulfill certain quality
requirements that vary from experiment to experiment, but all
analyses accept only profiles for which the shower maximum
had been observed within the field of view of the experiment.
Without this condition, one would rely only on the rising or
falling edge of the profile to determine its maximum, which
was found to be to unreliable to obtain the precise location of
the shower maximum. The field of view of fluorescence tele-
scopes is typically limited to 1-30 degrees in elevation. There-
fore some slant depths can only be detected with smaller e⇤-
ciencies than others, resulting in a distortion of the measured
Xmax-distribution due to undersampling in the tails of the distri-
bution [151, 152]. For instance, a detector located at a height
corresponding to 800 g/cm2 vertical depth cannot detect shower
maxima deeper than 800, 924 and 1600 g/cm2 for showers with
zenith angles of 0, 30 and 60 degrees respectively. On top of
this acceptance bias an additional reconstruction bias may be
present that can further distort the measured �Xmax⇥-values.

There are two ways to deal with such biases: If one is only
interested in comparing the data to air shower simulations for
di⇥erent primary particles, then the biased data can be simply
compared to air shower predictions that include the experimen-
tal distortions. For this purpose the full measurement process
has to be simulated including the attenuation in the atmosphere,
detector response and reconstruction to obtain a prediction of
the observed average shower maximum, �Xmax⇥obs. Another
possibility is to restrict the data sample to shower geometries
for which the acceptance bias is small (e.g. by discarding verti-
cal showers) and to correct the remaining reconstruction e⇥ects
to obtain an unbiased measurement of �Xmax⇥ in the atmosphere.
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Figure 10: Elongation rates obtained by a linear fit in lg E to the Xmax data
of HiRes, Yakutsk, TA and Auger above di⇥erent energy thresholds. Only fit
results with ⇥2/Ndf < 2 are shown. The yellow, solid band is the average
obtained for HiRes, Yakutsk and TA , the green hatched band indicates the
average for all four experiments.

Whereas the former approach maximizes the data statistics,
the latter allows the direct comparison of published data to air
shower simulations even for models that were not developed at
the time of publication. Moreover, only measurements that are
independent of the detector-specific distortions due to accep-
tance and reconstruction can be compared directly.

The HiRes and TA collaborations follow the strategy to pub-
lish �Xmax⇥obs [130, 132] and to compare it to the detector-
folded air shower simulations. In the HiRes analysis the cuts
were optimized to assure an Xmax-bias that is constant with en-
ergy, but di⇥erent for di⇥erent primaries and hadronic inter-
action models. The preliminary TA analysis uses only mini-
mal cuts resulting in energy dependent detection biases. The
Auger collaboration quotes average shower maxima that are
without detector distortions within the quoted systematic uncer-
tainties [153] due to the use of fiducial volume cuts. Yakutsk
derives Xmax indirectly using a relation between the slope of
the Cherenkov-LDF and height of the shower maximum (cf.
Sec. 3.2). This relation is derived from air shower simula-
tions and is universal with respect to the primary particle and
hadronic interaction models [154]. We will therefore assume
in the following, that the the Yakutsk measurement is bias-free
and that it can be compared to air shower simulations directly.

To allow a comparison of the results of these experiments and
moreover to calculate �ln A⇥ using the Eposmodel (cf. Sec. 3.4)
which was not used in some of the original publications, we
correct the �Xmax⇥obs-values of HiRes and TA by shifting them
by an amount � which we infer from the di⇥erence of the pub-
lished �Xmax⇥obs-values for proton, QGSJetII to the simulated
values that are obtained without detector distortions:

�Xmax⇥corr = �Xmax⇥obs + � (27)
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Figure 1.5: Left: sketch of a Fluorescence detector (from [8]). Right: Auger FD event together with
simulation for di�erent primaries (from [22]).

found in [28]. As the number of electrons in an air shower can reach several billions, the total
number of photons emitted during a path length of several hundreds of meters is of the order
of 1012. If the air shower is distant of 20 km, the expected photons flux is only � 200 per
square meter. Hence a large collection area is needed to detect distant showers and reach a
su⇥cient exposure.
The idea of using fluorescence light was first raised in 1962 by Suga [29]. After an unsuccessful
try in the mid 60s by Greisen and his group, the first detection of the fluorescence light from
EAS was reported in 1970 by Tanahashi and collaborators [30] and the first fully functional
detector, named Fly’s Eyes, installed at Dugway (Utah) began to take data in 1981. Currently,
the Pierre Auger Observatory and Telescope Array use this technique in complement to their
particle detector array, allowing a cross calibration of the surface detector. A sketch of a
fluorescence telescope is shown in Fig. 1.5 (left): the emitted light from the air shower is
focussed by large area mirrors onto a camera made of photo-multipliers.
The isotropic distribution of the emission makes this technique suitable to observe the shower
development along the atmosphere. Since the fluorescence light is directly proportional to
the energy deposit of the shower in the atmosphere, the energy deposit as a function of the
atmospheric depth can be directly measured. An example of such profile is shown in Fig. 1.5
(right), together with simulations for di�erent primaries. The longitudinal profile provides
then an estimation of the primary energy and the depth of maximum development. A precise
estimation of these quantities is submitted to correction due to di�usion and absorption of
light and pollution by other contributions such as Cherenkov light. The low duty cycle of
about 10% is imposed by the condition of operation with clear moonless night and this is the
main limitation of this technique at ultra high energy when the flux of CR is very low.
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conditions, using square-meter scale telescopes and sen-
sitive photodetectors, the UV emission from the highest
energy air showers can be observed at distances in excess
of 20 km from the shower axis. This represents about two
attenuation lengths in a standard desert atmosphere at
ground level. Such a large aperture, instrumented from
a single site, made this technique a very attractive al-
ternative to ground arrays despite a duty cycle of about
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line from their source. Thus the collected image reflects
exactly the development of the EM cascade (see figure 6).
From the fluorescence profile it is in principle straight-
forward to obtain the position of the shower maximum
and a calorimetric estimate of the primary energy. In
practice a number of corrections must be made to ac-
count for the scattering and the absorption of the fluo-
rescence light. Also pollution from other sources such as
the Cherenkov component which can be emitted directly,
or di�used by the atmosphere into the telescope, must be
carefully evaluated and accounted for. A constant moni-
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essary together with a precise knowledge of the shower
geometry for a careful account for those corrections.
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The shower geometry as viewed from a fluorescence
telescope is depicted in Fig. 7. It is defined by the shower
detector plane (SDP), the distance of closest approach
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Figure 9: Example of a longitudinal air shower development as measured with
fluorescence telescopes. Data points are taken from [145] (E = (30 ± 2) EeV)
and compared to ten simulated [133] air showers for three di⇥erent primary
particle types using the hadronic interaction model Epos1.99 [36].

groups (see e.g. [150]) similar to what is done for surface de-
tectors. In the following, however, we will concentrate on the
first two moments of the Xmax-distribution, �Xmax⇥ and �(Xmax).

For the determination of the average shower maximum, ex-
periments bin the recorded events in energy and calculate the
mean of the measured shower maxima. For this averaging not
all events are used, but only those that fulfill certain quality
requirements that vary from experiment to experiment, but all
analyses accept only profiles for which the shower maximum
had been observed within the field of view of the experiment.
Without this condition, one would rely only on the rising or
falling edge of the profile to determine its maximum, which
was found to be to unreliable to obtain the precise location of
the shower maximum. The field of view of fluorescence tele-
scopes is typically limited to 1-30 degrees in elevation. There-
fore some slant depths can only be detected with smaller e⇤-
ciencies than others, resulting in a distortion of the measured
Xmax-distribution due to undersampling in the tails of the distri-
bution [151, 152]. For instance, a detector located at a height
corresponding to 800 g/cm2 vertical depth cannot detect shower
maxima deeper than 800, 924 and 1600 g/cm2 for showers with
zenith angles of 0, 30 and 60 degrees respectively. On top of
this acceptance bias an additional reconstruction bias may be
present that can further distort the measured �Xmax⇥-values.

There are two ways to deal with such biases: If one is only
interested in comparing the data to air shower simulations for
di⇥erent primary particles, then the biased data can be simply
compared to air shower predictions that include the experimen-
tal distortions. For this purpose the full measurement process
has to be simulated including the attenuation in the atmosphere,
detector response and reconstruction to obtain a prediction of
the observed average shower maximum, �Xmax⇥obs. Another
possibility is to restrict the data sample to shower geometries
for which the acceptance bias is small (e.g. by discarding verti-
cal showers) and to correct the remaining reconstruction e⇥ects
to obtain an unbiased measurement of �Xmax⇥ in the atmosphere.
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the time of publication. Moreover, only measurements that are
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were optimized to assure an Xmax-bias that is constant with en-
ergy, but di⇥erent for di⇥erent primaries and hadronic inter-
action models. The preliminary TA analysis uses only mini-
mal cuts resulting in energy dependent detection biases. The
Auger collaboration quotes average shower maxima that are
without detector distortions within the quoted systematic uncer-
tainties [153] due to the use of fiducial volume cuts. Yakutsk
derives Xmax indirectly using a relation between the slope of
the Cherenkov-LDF and height of the shower maximum (cf.
Sec. 3.2). This relation is derived from air shower simula-
tions and is universal with respect to the primary particle and
hadronic interaction models [154]. We will therefore assume
in the following, that the the Yakutsk measurement is bias-free
and that it can be compared to air shower simulations directly.

To allow a comparison of the results of these experiments and
moreover to calculate �ln A⇥ using the Eposmodel (cf. Sec. 3.4)
which was not used in some of the original publications, we
correct the �Xmax⇥obs-values of HiRes and TA by shifting them
by an amount � which we infer from the di⇥erence of the pub-
lished �Xmax⇥obs-values for proton, QGSJetII to the simulated
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simulation for di�erent primaries (from [22]).

found in [28]. As the number of electrons in an air shower can reach several billions, the total
number of photons emitted during a path length of several hundreds of meters is of the order
of 1012. If the air shower is distant of 20 km, the expected photons flux is only � 200 per
square meter. Hence a large collection area is needed to detect distant showers and reach a
su⇥cient exposure.
The idea of using fluorescence light was first raised in 1962 by Suga [29]. After an unsuccessful
try in the mid 60s by Greisen and his group, the first detection of the fluorescence light from
EAS was reported in 1970 by Tanahashi and collaborators [30] and the first fully functional
detector, named Fly’s Eyes, installed at Dugway (Utah) began to take data in 1981. Currently,
the Pierre Auger Observatory and Telescope Array use this technique in complement to their
particle detector array, allowing a cross calibration of the surface detector. A sketch of a
fluorescence telescope is shown in Fig. 1.5 (left): the emitted light from the air shower is
focussed by large area mirrors onto a camera made of photo-multipliers.
The isotropic distribution of the emission makes this technique suitable to observe the shower
development along the atmosphere. Since the fluorescence light is directly proportional to
the energy deposit of the shower in the atmosphere, the energy deposit as a function of the
atmospheric depth can be directly measured. An example of such profile is shown in Fig. 1.5
(right), together with simulations for di�erent primaries. The longitudinal profile provides
then an estimation of the primary energy and the depth of maximum development. A precise
estimation of these quantities is submitted to correction due to di�usion and absorption of
light and pollution by other contributions such as Cherenkov light. The low duty cycle of
about 10% is imposed by the condition of operation with clear moonless night and this is the
main limitation of this technique at ultra high energy when the flux of CR is very low.
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Figure 1.10: Left: Footprint of a SD event. The color code represent the arrival time (early tanks
are yellow, late ones are red). Right: Lateral distribution of the signal at ground fitted with a LDF
function. The red square is the signal at 1000m, the energy estimator.
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Figure 1.11: Example of a trace acquired with Auger SD unit. The three plain lines correspond to the
three PMTs.

inclined showers are in a more advanced stage of development than vertical ones when reaching
the ground and their signal is thus attenuated. When estimating the energy, this e↵ect is
accounted for using an empirical method, the Constant Intensity Cut (CIC). The basis of this
method is to consider the flux isotropic, i.e. in local coordinate independent of the zenith
angle when integrated over a large time period. The attenuation function, CIC(✓) is computed
with data to normalize the flux in such a way. To estimate the absolute energy the signal at
1000 m, S(1000) is first converted into the signal from a shower with a reference zenith angle
of 38 �, S38, according the CIC method:

S38 =
S(1000)

CIC(✓)
(1.3.3)

Then S38 is converted into the shower energy using the following transformation:

E = aSb
38 (1.3.4)
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Principaux résultatsUHECR spectrum with the Pierre Auger Observatory Inés Valiño
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Figure 2: Left: energy spectra derived from SD and hybrid data recorded at the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory. The error bars represent statistical uncertainties. The upper limits correspond to the 84% C.L. Right:
fractional difference between the Auger spectra and a reference spectrum with an index of 3.26.

However, the number of hybrid events does not reflect the increase of exposure accumulated in
2013 due to the adoption of more stringent selection criteria from [8].

The four independent measurements of the energy spectrum of cosmic rays are shown in Fig. 2.
The differential fluxes are also displayed as fractional differences with respect to a reference spec-
trum with an index of 3.26 1. The comparison shows that all spectra are in agreement within
uncertainties. The four independent measurements of the energy spectrum of cosmic rays are then
combined using a method that takes into account the systematic uncertainties of the individual
measurements. The systematic uncertainties of the SD-1500 vertical and inclined fluxes are 5.8%
and 5%, respectively. The one of the SD-750 m flux decreases from 14% at 1017.5 eV to less
than 7% above 1018.5 eV. Similarly, the hybrid flux’s uncertainty decreases from 10% at 1018 eV
to less than 6% above 1019 eV. In this procedure, the flux normalisations are used as additional
constraints to derive the flux scaling factors needed to match them: (5.7± 0.2)% for the vertical
spectrum, (�0.1± 0.8)% for the inclined spectrum, (1.8± 4.3)% for the SD-750 m spectrum and
(�5.8±2.4)% for the hybrid spectrum.

The characteristic features of the combined energy spectrum, shown in Fig 3, have been
quantified by fitting a model that describes a spectrum by a power-law below the ankle J(E) =
J0 (E/Eankle)�g1 and a power-law with a smooth suppression at the highest energies:

J(E) = J0

✓
E

Eankle

◆�g2
"

1+
✓

Eankle

Es

◆Dg

# "
1+

✓
E
Es

◆Dg

#�1

. (3.1)

Here, g1 and g2 are the spectral indices below and above the ankle energy Eankle, respectively, Es is
the energy at which the differential flux falls to one-half of the value of the power-law extrapolation
from the intermediate region, Dg gives the increment of the spectral index beyond the suppression
region, and J0 is the normalisation of the flux, taken as the value of the flux at E = Eankle. The

1Reference spectrum: Jref = 2.51⇥1042 (E/eV)�3.26 eV�1 km�2 sr�1 yr�1, fitted to the SD-1500 m vertical differ-
ential flux in the energy bin corresponding to log10(E/eV) = 18.55 (bin width of 0.1), which contains 29371 events.
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Xmax measurements above 1017 eV Alessio Porcelli

Figure 4: The mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of measured Xmax distributions of the two indepen-
dent datasets: HeCo (blue circles) and the standard FD (red squares).

Figure 5: The mean (left) and the standard deviation (right) of the measured Xmax distributions (combining
HeCo and standard datasets) as a function of energy compared to air-shower simulations for proton and iron
primaries.

2.4 Results and Interpretation

In Figure 4 the Xmax moments estimated using HeCo and the standard FD datasets are com-
pared. While hXmaxi differs by ⇠ 7 g cm�2 between datasets (within the uncorrelated systematics
of the two analyses), the second moments s(Xmax) are found to be in a good agreement. For the
combination of the datasets the HeCO hXmaxi is shifted by +7 g cm�2 and the resulting hXmaxi and
s(Xmax) are shown in Figure 5.

Between 1017.0 and 1018.3 eV hXmaxi increases by around 85 g cm�2 per decade of energy
(Figure 5, left). This value, being larger than the one expected for a constant mass composition
(⇠ 60 g cm�2/decade), indicates that the mean primary mass is getting lighter. Around ⇡ 1018.3 eV
the observed rate of change of hXmaxi becomes significantly smaller (⇠ 26 g cm�2/decade) indi-
cating that the composition is becoming heavier. The fluctuations of Xmax (Figure 5, right) start to
decrease at around the same energy ⇡ 1018.3 eV.

The mean value of lnA and its variance s

2(lnA), determined from Equations (1.1) and (1.2),

45

• coupure du flux après 1019.5 eV: GZK ou simplement plus de flux ? 

• évolution dans la composition après 1018.5 eV 

• forte isotropie à petite échelle

4
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The Pierre Auger Observatory Upgrade

Preliminary Design Report

April 20, 2015

Organization: Pierre Auger Collaboration

OBSERVATORY

Observatorio Pierre Auger,
Av. San Martı́n Norte 304,
5613 Malargüe, Argentina

Scintillator (SSD), 
3.8 m2, 1 cm thick

SDE

Water Cherenkov 
Station (WCD)

‣ faster sampling (120 MHz) 
‣ enhanced trigger and 

monitor capabilities

‣ Sμ from WCD and SSD signals 

‣                ~ 15% (iron)-20% (proton) 

‣ resolution Xmax ~ 30 g/cm2

3.5. PRIMARY PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION WITH SURFACE DETECTOR 39

Figure 3.11: Left: Simulated showers for deriving the mean lateral distribution of the scintillator
detectors. Right: Example of the LDFs of one iron shower using the shape parameters derived before.
Both the results for the WCD and the SSD are shown. The horizontal dashed line indicates the single
station trigger threshold and the vertical line the range up to which stations are used in the LDF fit.

statistical uncertainty. In the following we have used simulated showers (50% proton and
iron primaries) to first derive a parameterization of the LDF for the SSD. The slope of this
parameterization,

LDF(r) = C
⇣ r

800 m

⌘b
✓

r + 700 m
800 m + 700 m

◆g

, (3.2)

is kept fixed in the subsequent analysis of another, independent set of Monte Carlo gener-
ated showers. Only the normalization is fitted on an event-by-event basis. The showers were
selected from a sample simulated with a continuous energy distribution and the energy de-
rived from S(1000) using the standard energy conversion of the Auger Observatory. The
Monte Carlo data for deriving the LDF for SSD and its application to one example event are
shown in Fig. 3.11.

The matrix inversion algorithm is then applied to the LDF values for the WCD and SSD
to calculate the muonic signal expected in a water-Cherenkov detector at 800 m core distance,
Sµ(800). A reconstruction resolution of the muonic signal of, for example,

s[Sµ(800)]

hSµ(800)i

����
proton

⇡ 22% and
s[Sµ(800)]

hSµ(800)i

����
iron

⇡ 14% (3.3)

is reached at E ⇡ 1019.8 eV and q = 38�. Using Sµ(800) as composition estimator, the ob-
tained merit factors for distinguishing between proton and iron primaries are above 1.5 at
high shower energies (E > 1019.5 eV) and small zenith angles.

Universality and multivariate analyses

A universality-based analysis, or a sophisticated multivariate analysis, allows one to corre-
late the detector signals at different lateral distances and also takes advantage of the arrival
time (shower front curvature) and temporal structure of the signal measured in the detec-
tors. At this stage we are only at the beginning of developing a reconstruction using all these
observables. Nevertheless, some results are given in the following, but it should be kept in
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Objectifs d’apres AugerPrime preliminary design report: 

• Elucidate the mass composition and the origin of the flux suppression at the highest energies 

• Search for a flux contribution of protons (constraint on possible HE gammas, neutrino observatory) 

• Study Extensive Air Shower and hadronic interaction5



Activités au LPNHE (2014-2016)
• Chef de groupe: A. Letessier Selvon 

• Anisotropies: A. Letessier Selvon / J. Aublin / P. Ghia / L. Caccianiga (PhD 
en 2015) / I. Al Samarai 

• Composition/Hadronic interaction: A. Letessier Selvon / M.Blanco (PhD en 
2014) / Laura Collica (PhD 2014) / Pierre Billoir.    

• Photon haute energie: M. Settimo / P. Billoir 

• Nouveau trigger: P. Billoir  

• R & D LSD: A. Letessier Selvon / P. Billoir / I. Maris / M. Settimo / M. Blanco  

• R & D GIGAS:   A. Letessier Selvon / I. Maris / M. Settimo / M. Blanco / I. Al 
Samarai / R. Gaïor 
J. David / H. Lebbolo / J. Coridian / J.M. Parraud / Ph. Repain

6



Responsabilités au LPNHE
• Responsablités au niveau des working group:

• P. Ghia (publication Commitee) / J. Aublin (Anisotropie) M. Settimo (photons)  
I. Al Samarai / R Gaior (Detection GHz)  

• Theses achevées:

• M. Blanco Otano (Different approaches to determine the composition of the ultra high energy cosmic rays in 
the Pierre Auger Observatory 2014) 

• L. Caccianiga  (Cosmic-ray astronomy at the highest energies with ten years of data of the Pierre Auger 
observatory 2015): 

• L. Collica (Mass composition studies of Ultra High Energy cosmic rays through the measurement of the 
Muon Production Depths at the Pierre Auger Observatory 2014 en co-tutelle) 

• Responsabilités au niveau du symposium UHECR

• P. Ghia J. Aublin: Anisotropies / M. Settimo: Multi messenger 

• Publications:

• LSD: description du principe + résultats du 1er prototype en Argentine (Layered Water Cherenkov detector for the 
study of ultra-high energy cosmic rays”, Nucl. Instr.. and Methods A 767 (2014), 41, arXiv:1405.5699. ) 

• New method for mass composition determination (Exploiting the geomagnetic distortion of inclined atmospheric 
showers - Billoir, Pierre et al. Astropart.Phys. 74 (2016) 14-26 arXiv:1508.04354 [astro-ph.IM]) 

• contributions à l’ICRC2015 

• GIGAS: calcul de flux microonde par Molecular Bremstrahlung 
(Al Samarai et al. :Astropart Phys 67 (2015) arXiv: 1409.5051 
Al Samarai Phys. Rev. D 93, 052004) 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Anisotropies Grandes Echelles

était à l’IPNO et aujourd’hui qu’elle est au LPNHE). Les résultats de ces travaux ont en particulier 
été présentés par Imen à l’ICRC 2015.!

•Estimates of multipolar coefficients to search for cosmic ray anisotropies with non-uniform or partial sky coverage, 
P. Billoir & O. Deligny, JCAP0802:009,2008!

•Large scale distribution of arrival directions of cosmic rays detected above 10^18 eV at the Pierre Auger Observato-
ry, The Pierre Auger Collaboration, Astrophysical Journal Supplement, 203 (2012) 34!

•The effect of the geomagnetic field on cosmic ray energy estimates and large scale anisotropy searches on data from 
the Pierre Auger Observatory, The Pierre Auger Collaboration, JCAP 11 (2011) 022!

•Search for First Harmonic Modulation in the Right Ascension Distribution of Cosmic Rays Detected at the Pierre 
Auger Observatory, The Pierre Auger Collaboration, Astropart. Phys. 34 (2011), 627-639!

•Imen Al Samarai for the Pierre Auger Collaboration, Indications of anisotropy at large angular scales in, the arrival 
directions of cosmic rays detected at the Pierre Auger Observatory, Proc. of the 34th ICRC.!!
!
! b) Sources ponctuelles (Aublin, Caccianiga, Ghia,ALS) !

La recherche d’anisotropie ponctuelle a été développée au LPNHE en 2006-2008 (ALS, Aublin) en 
étroite collaboration avec le CAB de Bariloche. Ces résultats qui on fait la couverture de Science en 
2007 et l’objet d’une première publication en 2008 ont été mis à jour une première fois sous la coor-
dination d’ALS en 2012. La deuxième mise à jour de ces résultats avec les données accumulées sur 
la période 2012-2014, mise à jour qui faisait partie de la thèse de Lorenzo Caccianiga, a été publiés 
dans ApJ en 2015 et présentés par Julien Aublin à l’ ICRC 2015. Julien Aublin à été coordinateur de 
la tâche ``point sources’’ jusqu’a 2014. !

Dans le contexte de l’étude des directions d’arrivées des événements les plus énergétiques, début 
2014, un groupe de travail a été créé, incluant des représentants des collaborations IceCube, Pierre 
Auger et Telescope Array (J. Aublin, L. Caccianiga et P. Ghia entre autres pour Auger), pour une 
recherche sur le ciel total de corrélations entre les directions d’arrivée des neutrinos astro-phy-
siques et des rayons cosmiques ultra énergétiques. L’analyse jointe a conduit à une publication 

!
A u g e r - L P N H E                                                                #                                                                C S  2 3 / 0 6 / 2 0 1 65

Figure 1. 99% CL upper limits on dipole and quadrupole amplitudes as a function of the energy. Some generic aniso-
tropy expectations from stationary Galactic sources distributed in the disk are also shown for various assumptions on 
the cosmic-ray composition. The fluctuations of the amplitudes due to the stochastic nature of the turbulent com-
ponent of the magnetic field are sampled from different simulation data sets and are shown by the bands.

• concept: projeter les directions d’arrivée des RC sur une base de fonctions 
orthogonales (type harmoniques spheriques)  
Analyser les contributions de dipole, quadrupole 

• analyse très fine: effet de couverture, champ géomagnétique, atmosphérique 

• permet de contraindre des modèles (ici protons issus de sources 
stationnaires dans le disque galactique) 

Imen Al Samarai for the Pierre Auger Collaboration, Indications of anisotropy at large angular scales in, the arrival directions 
of cosmic rays detected at the Pierre Auger Observatory, Proc. of the 34th ICRC. 
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Nouveaux Triggers
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Figure 3: Examples of the contributions to the total LS trigger (empty circle) from TOT
(dashed line), TOTd (empty cross), and MoPS (filled) for proton (left) and photon primaries
(right) with energy between 1018.5 and 1019 eV.

to increase, by a few hundred meters, the maximum distance at which a station has a not
negligible trigger probability (see section 3). Such an effect is particularly significant for
photon induced showers (right panel) given their almost pure electromagnetic component
which was not preferentially selected by TOT.

The energy dependence of the LTP with energy for different primaries is shown in fig. 4.
Each sample corresponds to primary energies distributed as E�1 with zenith angle smaller
than 60�.

In the last panel (bottom-right) of the figure, we show the behavior of the LTP for
different primaries. For simplicity, this is shown only in one energy range, between
1018.5 and 1019 eV. The results in other energy and zenith angles can be easily extracted
from previous plots. The new trigger significantly reduce the separation between hadrons
and photon primaries helping to contribute for a mass independent efficiency (including
photons).

Before proceeding to a parametrization of the LTP, we study the dependence on zenith
angle, which is not negligible given the absorption of the shower traversing the atmosphere
and the corresponding different age of the shower at the ground. The dependence on zenith
is illustrated in fig. 5 for proton, iron and photon primaries respectively for different energy
intervals.

3 LTP parametrization

We parametrize the LTP using a sigmoid function:

LTP(r) =
1

1 + e�
r�R0

DR

(1)

In the previous parametrization of the LTP based on TOT we adopted the following

6

• concept: - TOTd: deconvolué la trace ADC du detecteur 
(pour compter les pics) 
               - MOPs: comptage de sauts positifs (apres TOTd) 

• augmente la statistique du detecteur (à basse E) 

• augmente la sensibilité à la recherche de photon à basse E

P. Billoir, P. Ghia, I. Maris, M. Settimo

9

proton photon



UHE photons

dans JCAP en 2016. Depuis 2015, Piera Ghia fait partie du groupe de travail commun avec TA sur 
les anisotropies. !

• Searches for Anisotropies in the Arrival Directions of the Highest Energy Cosmic Rays Detected by the Pierre Au-
ger Observatory,The Pierre Auger Collaboration, ApJ 804, 15 (2015)!

 
2] Recherche de photons (Billoir, Settimo)!

La recherche de photons est un deuxième outil en principe particulièrement performant pour iden-
tifier les sources des rayons cosmiques aux plus hautes énergie. Il faut bien sur qu’on en trouve ! 
Avant la construction de l’observatoire Auger, la nature des sources et l’existence même de la cou-
pure GZK aux plus hautes énergies étaient en débat. Les modèles de sources dit top-down où les 
rayons cosmiques aux plus hautes énergies ne sont pas produits par des sources astrophysiques 
mais par des modèles exotiques impliquant des défauts topologiques ou des reliques super mas-
sives prédisent une grande abondance de photons ou de neutrinos dans le spectre primaire et une 
absence totale de noyaux d’atome au delà de l’hydrogène.  !

En quelques années nos limites sur le flux de photons primaires ont clairement défavorisé ces mo-
dèles exotiques. Cependant les photons peuvent également servir de traceur de la photoproduc-

!
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Figure 2: [Internal] Upper limits  on the integral photon flux. Red arrows (Hyb2016):  limits derived with 9 
years of hybrid data (M. Settimo for the Auger Coll., paper in preparation). Blue arrows: limits expected 
from a new SD analysis using the new triggers (TOTd and MoPS) conceived by P. Billoir and the obser-
vable ``Muonicity”. Two months of SD data are "burned" to optimize the analysis and to extrapolate the 
number of background events on the 1.5 yr of available data (July 2013 - Dec 2014).  !
For comparison, previous limits are shown for Auger: SD (C. Bleve for the Auger Coll., ICRC 2015, 10 years of data) 
and Hybrid 2011 (M. Settimo for the Auger Coll., ICRC 2011, 5.5 years of data), and for AGASA (A), Yakutsk (Y) 
and Haverah Park (HP). The shaded region and the lines give the predictions for the GZK photon flux and for top-
down models (TD, Z-Burst, SHDM). 

• concept: recherche de gerbe profondes, a composante 
électromagnétique dominante 

• test direct de théorie type massive particle decay 

• test de modèles GZK

M. Settimo
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Composition: distorsion géomagnétique 

11

4. Parametrization of ground densities

4.1. General features

As expected, the magnetic distortion increases with the zenith angle ✓, and with the magnitude of the
transverse field B

t

. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 which shows the contour levels of the densities of muons
(total or charge separated). The dependence of B

t

is not trivial; we can distinguish two extreme cases:

• weak distortion (low ✓ and B

t

): the total density is the sum of the positive and the negative com-
ponents: at a given position, each one di↵ers from the undistorted one by a small amount, which is
proportional to B

t

, with opposite signs, so the global e↵ect cancels at first order, and the variation is
of the second order in B

t

.

• strong distortion (large ✓ and B

t

): almost everywhere, the flux is fully dominated by muons of one
sign, so the dependence on B

t

is stronger.

Figure 5: Contour levels of the muon density in the transverse plane, for a proton shower of 10 EeV at 3 zenith angles (from
left to right: 64, 72 and 80 deg), with a transverse field of 10 or 60 µT along y axis. In red: µ

+, in blue:µ�, in black (dashed):
total. The lines correspond to equidistant levels in log scale (2 per decade), starting from 10�2 muons/m2.

4.2. Functional parametrization

For each value of ✓ and B

t

we want to find an analytical expression of the density in the front plane at
ground level, as a function of the distance r to axis and the azimuthal angle  , with  = 0 in the direction
perpendicular to

�!
B

t

. Figure 6 and 7 show that for a wide domain in the useful ranges of ✓ and B

t

the
dependence of the logarithm of density is approximately linear in

p
r and sinusoidal in 2 , with a relative

amplitude varying smoothly with r. So, introducing a reference distance r
ref

(typically the average distance
where the density may be measured) and the variable ⇢ =

p
r/r

ref

� 1, the density is well fitted by:

f(r, ) = exp (�(⇢) + ↵(⇢) cos(2( �  

B

))) ( 
B

: direction of the deviation) (10)
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Figure 3: Geometry of an inclined shower: the front plane is perpendicular to the shower axis, which makes an angle ✓ with
the vertical direction. A point in the front plane is defined by the polar coordinates r, .

3. Simulation of the muonic component

3.1. General procedure

In this paper we estimate the muon density through a procedure in two stages, to reduce the computing
load:

• Extract from a shower simulation package the list of the muons at their production point. We simulate
proton and iron showers at di↵erent primary energies between 1017 and 1019 eV, and zenith angles
between 64 and 80 deg.

• From each sample, propagate the muons to obtain the density on the ground or in a front plane

(orthogonal to the shower axis, see Fig. 3), with di↵erent values of the transverse magnetic field,
which is the only relevant quantity because the muons that reach the ground are nearly parallel to the
axis.

We do not try to describe the core of the shower (distance less than about 100 m), nor the behaviour at
large distances (� 1 km), where the density is well below one muon per square meter, so that detectors of
a reasonable size have little chance to make a precise measurement. We suppose that the detectors cannot
distinguish the charge of the muons, so we consider only the total flux as measurable.

To transpose the geometrical observations into a description in terms of the depth X, the vertical profile
of the atmosphere as a function of the altitude X(h) needs to be known at any time, not only to define
the stage of evolution of the hadronic cascade, but also to describe properly the rate of decay of mesons,
which depends on the density dX/ dh . Fortunately, this profile has little diurnal and seasonal variations at
altitudes between 10 and 30 km above sea level [10], where most of the muons are produced in the showers
we are interested to. So in the simulation of the showers we use the standard Linsley atmosphere [11]. For
the propagation of the muons we use either the same model, or a pure exponential profile to obtain analytical

4

Figure 10: Dependence of the shape parameters on X

µ
max

, for proton and iron showers at di↵erent energies, ✓ = 72 deg, for
the QGSJET II-04 model. The size of the symbols is related to the energy: small for 0.1 EeV, medium for 1 EeV, large for 10
EeV.

In principle the density computed with the stepwise extrapolation is more realistic than the analytic one.
Fig. 11 shows that the shape parameters of the density at ground level have the same dependence on X

µ

max

as found with the analytic method. The di↵erence is essentially a global shift, depending on the direction
of the field in the front plane. So we did not apply the stepwise method to the whole set of showers, and we
draw conclusions from the results of the analytic method.
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• concept:  
- empreinte des muons au sol modifiée 
par le champs géomagnétique 
- cette modification depend du 
maximum de production des muons  
—> paramètre sensitif à la composition 
du primaire

Exploiting the geomagnetic distortion of inclined atmospheric showers  
 Billoir, Pierre et al. Astropart.Phys. 74 (2016) 14-26 arXiv:1508.04354 [astro-ph.IM])

P.Billoir, M. Blanco, M. Settimo



Layered Surface Detector
The Layered Surface Detector (LSD)

‣ The principle (2012-2013) 
‣ LSD for Auger:  

design and performance (2013-2014) 
‣ 3 prototypes @ Auger in 2014

Auger Layered

Auger Layered Surface Detector

The LSD upgrade for 
the Auger Observatory

• Principles!
• Design!
• Performances!
• Prototype data!
• Perspectives

"1

1

A. Letessier-Selvon, P. Billoir, M. Blanco, I. Maris, M. Settimo, NIM A 767 (2014), 41-49

2

Layered Surface Detector: the principle

   Split the water cherenkov volume in two horizontal layers (optically separated)

muonic and electromagnetic components retrieved from matrix inversion

gamma electrons muons

h 

H-h

a %        of EM signal in top part 
b %           of μ signal in top part

Figure 3: Schematic and artistic view of a LSD build from an Auger WCD design.

2.4. Signal extraction120

The reconstruction of the EM and muonic component of EAS relies on the
fraction of the signal deposited by each component in each of the two layers.
These fractions define a 2 ⇥ 2 matrix M that gives the measured top and
bottom signal (S

top

and S
bot

respectively) as a linear superposition of the EM
(S

EM

) and muon (S
µ

) contributions (the column sums of the matrix are one by
construction),

✓
S

top

S
bot

◆
= M

✓
S

EM

S
µ

◆
=

✓
a b

1� a 1� b

◆ ✓
S

EM

S
µ

◆
(1)

Hence, if the matrixM can be inverted, the muonic and EM signal deposition121

in the LSD can be retrieved as :122

✓
S

EM

S
µ

◆
= M�1

✓
S

top

S
bot

◆
(2)

The determinant D of theM matrix is a�b and maximises whenM is equal123

to the identity (a = 1 and b = 0). In a realistic situation a is always less than124

one while b is always larger than zero, hence |D| will be less than one. This is125

important as the statistical uncertainty in the reconstructed muonic and EM126

signals from measurements in the top and bottom layer are driven by 1/D, the127

determinant of M�1.128

The coe�cients a and b depend on the geometry of the two water volumes
and on the e�ciency of the light collection. They can be obtained from well
established simulations of the tank response. A rough estimate of a and b can be
derived for a vertical incidence, when neglecting the signal produced by particles
entering through the side of the detector. In fact, modelling the absorption of the
electromagnetic component by an exponential decay according to the radiation
length X

0

and for a tank of height H with a layer interface located at a distance
H � h from the bottom we have :

a = 1� e�h/X0 and b =
h

H
with h 2 [0, H] (3)

D = a � b is maximum for h = X
0

ln(H/X
0

). If H is large enough (keeping129

the radius also large so that the side contributions can still be neglected) a130

goes to 1 while b goes to 0 and M tends towards the ideal unity matrix. In a131
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A simple design (adapted for the Auger stations)

3

- Minimum modification of the current detector
3 PMT original PMTs (uniform signal top part) 
+ 1 new PMT (bottom layer)

- Installation in the pampa

- Backward compatibility

- Two possible designs proposed: 
substitution of the complete liner 
insertion of a intermediate layer (umbrella)

Auger Layered

Auger Layered Surface Detector

The LSD upgrade for 
the Auger Observatory
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Layered Surface Detector

6

1st LSD prototype: Guapa Guerrera
1.liner construction and tube preparation

2. water/light leakage test13



Layered Surface Detector

8

1st LSD prototype: Guapa Guerrera

… and water filling 

 deployment ….
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Layered Surface Detector

9

1st LSD prototype: Guapa Guerrera

… in the meantime: 
enjoying the asado!  
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Layered Surface Detector
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Data from 1st LSD prototype (Guapa Guerrera)

Each LSD installed at 10m from a standard 
WCD for signal comparison.

LSD signal = combination of Stop and Sbottom 

Guapa (LSD) vs Oye (Auger SD)
3 months of data
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running since 01/03/2014
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Data from 1st LSD prototype (Guapa Guerrera)

Each LSD installed at 10m from a standard 
WCD for signal comparison.

LSD signal = combination of Stop and Sbottom 

Guapa (LSD) vs Oye (Auger SD)
3 months of data
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Guapa Guerrera  
running since 01/03/2014

• 3 stations installées (en doublet) 

• le demonstrateur a très bien fonctionné 

• possibilité de séparer les composantes em/mu démontrée 

• pas choisie par la collaboration (malheureusement)16



EASIER/GIGADuck
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Detector developments and sensitivity in microwave band 4.1 Detector developments
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Figure 4.15: EASIER GHz arrays. Left : EASIER GHz arrays into the Auger array, in blue the
first setup installed in 2011, in green the extension completed in 2012. The field of view of the
other microwave detection prototypes (MIDAS and AMBER) are also displayed Right : polarization
distribution of the complete array

Mechanics The mechanical integration was simplified, it consists now of a pipe that is
fixed to the support of the SD communication antenna (see picture in Fig 4.14 (right)), and
the EASIER antenna is held by a bracelet . This simplification allowed us to install the 54
detectors in 5 days with two teams of two persons.

After the installation of a few detectors, we realized that the radio baseline was dependent
on the voltage supplied by the SD batteries. The EASIER design did not include a voltage
regulator on the power supply board. The SD battery voltage, which is the source of power
for EASIER, has daily variations as well as seasonal ones because of the modulation of the
power delivered by the solar panels. It can vary from ' 23 V to 30 V. When the voltage at the
input of the power supply board varies from the nominal value of 24 V, the -8 V output varies
and since the o↵set added to the radio baseline is directly related to this voltage (cf Fig. 4.5)
the radio baseline was strongly dependent on the changes of battery voltage. The resulting
variation on the radio baseline can lead to saturation of the FADC and to a reduction of the
dynamic range available for the microwave signal.
We had to find a fast solution and with material available in Argentina. To circumvent this
problem, we added a 24 V regulator in each box. This device insures an output voltage of
24 V if the input voltage is larger than Vth = 24 + Vdrop out. The chosen model is LM7824
with a drop out voltage of approximately 1.5 V. This was the model with the smallest Vdrop out

available near Malargüe. An example of the measured regulated voltage is shown Fig. 4.16
(left) and the radio baseline as a function of the input voltage in the same figure (right). The
regulated voltage is slightly di↵erent from 24 V and is stable above 26V while still depending
on the battery voltage below. This variation will be corrected for in the calibration procedure.
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Antenna installation and monitoring

Inclined antennas

To increase the number of showers which can be detected, according to
MBR end-to-end simulation

Hexagon equiped with
pyramidal horns

GigaDuck

Tilt angle = 20�

optimized to enhance the SNR
by being sensitive to further
showers keeping the noise due
to the ground temperature low

Installed beginning of March 2015: baselines from monitoring data

No such baseline behavior observed in the Helix antennas.
EASIER : Calibration of Horn antennas Auger Collaboration meeting 12/11/ 2015 3 / 12
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GIGADuck C-band GIGADuck L-band

EASIER

- 1 hexagon (installed 2015/03) 
- 6 pointing to 20˚ / 1 to 

zenith 
- Horn: ATM Info (Gmax =15dB ) 
- C-band: 3.4 - 4.2 GHz 
- HPBW ~ 30˚ 
- LNB: Norsat 8115F

- 1 hexagon (installed 2015/03) 
- 6 pointing to 20˚ / 1 to 

zenith 
- Helix antenna: (Gmax =15dB ) 
- L-band: 1 - 1.5 GHz 
- HPBW ~ 30˚ 
- LNA: Wenteq 50dB / T=50K 

o réglée!à!32.2V!!et!on!ne!touche!pas!au!réglage,!on!va!comparer!le!niveau!à!

celui!qu’on!va!mesurer!avec!tests!dans!la!pampa!

!

2. Comparaison!des!préréglages!sur!2!boites!Helix!!!

• 3!Boite!02!:!A!vide,!sans!antenne,!!Réglage!à!30.5!V!

!

!

Sur)le)terrain,)à)Chape)(dimanche)01/03))
• Test!Cornet3C!

o Branchement!de!la!boite!N°!6!3!Cornet!orienté!vers!le!ciel!(tenu!par!Mari)!:!le!

niveau!mesuré!est!à!30.1!V!

o Branchement!de!la!boite!N°!10!!

le!niveau!mesuré!est!à!31!V!:!on!en!déduit!qu’entre!la!pampa!et!l’assembly!

building,!la!différence!est!entre!1!3!1.2!V!

!

• Test!Helix!

o Installation!de!l’antenne!sur!son!bras!(pour!un!test!uniquement,!Chape!sera!

équipée!avec!Cornet)!

!

!

o Branchement!de!la!boite!N°!2!

le!niveau!mesuré!est!à!30.55!V!!(à!comparer!avec!niveau!mesuré!à!vide)!

• Test!réception!signaux!GHz!

o Test!de!reception!de!signal!GHz!:!utilisation!d’un!«!magic3clic!»!:!impulsions!

visibles!sur!picoscope!

! !

- 61 detectors hexagon  
- installed in 2 phases first in 2011 then in 2012 
- all pointing to zenith 
- LNBf: DMX 241 (Gmax =10dB ) 
- C-band: 3.4 - 4.2 GHz 
-  HPBW ~ 50˚

4.1 Detector developments Detector developments and sensitivity in microwave band
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Figure 4.14: Left: electronic box of the 2nd GHz setup. The output of the LNBF is P
in

, the voltage
V

out

is the radio signal transform by the electronic chain : 1: Bias tee; 2: 75-50⌦ adapter; 3: high
pass filter; 4: power detector Minicircuit ZX 47-50; 5: power supply board; 6: EASIER board. Right:
Picture of the mechanical installation of EASIER antenna for the second setup

EASIER61

The extension of the EASIER array was carried out around one year after the first installation,
in April 2012. 54 new detectors were installed with an improved mechanical integration. The
first seven detectors remained unchanged apart from change in the attachment to the tank.
The times of deployment are given in Appendix B.

Setup In the EASIER61 setup, just a few changes with respect to the first hexagon
configuration have been made and we will describe them next.
The antenna, a commercial TV satellite LNBF, has the same design but the model is now a
WS international ESX241.
The power detector underwent an important change. The commercial version of the ZX 47-50
is a power detector with a capacitor at its output. This capacitor is meant to filter the noise
at the output of the logarithmic amplifier but makes the power detection less sensitive to
short pulses due to a longer rise time. We decided to remove this capacitor on new detectors.
The signal electronic board was not changed at all and the power supply board was slightly
modified. All the electronic items are now integrated in a metallic box (cf Fig. 4.14), the
RF chain, the power detector and the electronic boards. 60 boxes were prepared at LPSC
(Grenoble) and checks and calibration were made at LPNHE (Paris).

Location The completed hexagon of 61 detectors covers now an area of 193.5 km2. This is
the largest radio array in the C-band. In Fig 4.15 (left) it is illustrated the location of the
radio array at the Pierre Auger Observatory. Regarding the polarization of the antenna, the
array has 33 antennas oriented to have a North-South polarization, and 28 East-West. Their
layout is illustrated in Fig 4.15 (right).
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5.2 Event search Data analysis in microwave band
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Figure 5.3: Event 12046376
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• Projet LPNHE / LPSC / IPN (ANR —> fin 2017) 

• Contribution LPNHE 

• electronique (J. David, H. Lebbolo, J.Coridian):  
design/production/test des cartes alimentation et signal 

• theorie: estimation du signal attendu 

• Analyse: calibration/simulation/analyse des données 

• papier en écriture (sur la bande C) 

• Status des detecteurs: 

• EASIER: ~ 50 detecteurs installés, prise de données stable 

• GIGADuck C-band: dev. en 2013-14, installation en 2015, prise de données stable 

• GIGADuck L-band: dev. en 2013-14, installation en 2015, reparation en cours 
(developpement d’une carte LNA) ré-installation avant fin 2016 

➡ decommissioning à fin 2017

EASIER/GIGADuck: status

18



EASIER/GIGADuck: travail en cours

• calibration in situ du 
détecteur grace au soleil

matched 
 filtering

• amelioration du SNR grace 
a des technique de 
traitement du signal

19



Conclusions

• Le groupe a apporté de larges contributions au 
long des dernières années (analyses et R&D) 

• L’implication du groupe est fortement réduite  
(pas d’implication dans AugerPrime, GIGAS seule 
activité restante) 

• la R&D GIGAS continue jusqu’à fin 2017
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Simulations and performances
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Xmax measurements above 1017 eV Alessio Porcelli

Figure 4: The mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of measured Xmax distributions of the two indepen-
dent datasets: HeCo (blue circles) and the standard FD (red squares).

Figure 5: The mean (left) and the standard deviation (right) of the measured Xmax distributions (combining
HeCo and standard datasets) as a function of energy compared to air-shower simulations for proton and iron
primaries.

2.4 Results and Interpretation

In Figure 4 the Xmax moments estimated using HeCo and the standard FD datasets are com-
pared. While hXmaxi differs by ⇠ 7 g cm�2 between datasets (within the uncorrelated systematics
of the two analyses), the second moments s(Xmax) are found to be in a good agreement. For the
combination of the datasets the HeCO hXmaxi is shifted by +7 g cm�2 and the resulting hXmaxi and
s(Xmax) are shown in Figure 5.

Between 1017.0 and 1018.3 eV hXmaxi increases by around 85 g cm�2 per decade of energy
(Figure 5, left). This value, being larger than the one expected for a constant mass composition
(⇠ 60 g cm�2/decade), indicates that the mean primary mass is getting lighter. Around ⇡ 1018.3 eV
the observed rate of change of hXmaxi becomes significantly smaller (⇠ 26 g cm�2/decade) indi-
cating that the composition is becoming heavier. The fluctuations of Xmax (Figure 5, right) start to
decrease at around the same energy ⇡ 1018.3 eV.

The mean value of lnA and its variance s

2(lnA), determined from Equations (1.1) and (1.2),

45

mass composition



1st Event!
On the 11th of june 2011 the EASIER prototype detector installed on 
the Auger site in the province of Mendoza detected for the first time in 
the world the microwave emission from a 1019 eV extensive air shower. 
The event is shown below.!

Front cover illustration!
The two antenna system. Top C-band system with its mechanical 
attachement. Bottom the FPV helicoidal system sketched on an Auger 
tank. The arrow indicate the mechanical attachement system and the 
LNB electronic box, !!
A world premiere!
Our prototype array of 61 antennas,  shown on the front illustration 
detected - for the first time in the world - a very significant multi-GHz 
signal from a 10^19 eV extensive air shower. 

Adaptation electronic  box!
This custom electronic board 
allows to connect the antenna 
system to the Auger Unified 
electronic Board on the Tanks.

The distance of the central tank to the shower core is 136±40m. Other 
tanks are at distance larger than about 1.5 km. Given the shower 
geometry (close to vertical with a zenith angle of 30o) and given our 
current system temperature we did not expect to see a signal in those 
peripheral antennas. (Middle) Time traces of the PMT signal (in gray) 
and of the GHz antenna (log scale in red). The GHz signal is about 50 
ns in front of the PMT one due to the transit time in the large Auger 
phototubes. (Bottom-left) Distribution for background traces of the 
power received in each time bin in units of the mean power (power 
fluctuations). (Bottom-Right) Power trace for the selected event, after 
mean power subtraction and in units of the power fluctuations. The 
signal is nearly 14-sigma.

LNB electronic for FPV!
This aluminium box contains the 
low noise amplifier the filters and 
the bias T for the helicoidal FPV 
antenna!
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When developing in the atmosphere the electromagnetic 
cascade radiates in the microwave band. Each microwave 
antenna measures continuously the radiation of the 
cascade as a function of time. The interface electronic  
converts this signal to its power envelope and feed it to the 
tank front end electronics. !

The power envelope is recorded using one of the Fast 
Analog to Digital Converter (FADC) channel of the Auger 
Cherenkov tank front end every time this associated 
surface detector element sees the cascade of particles 
reaching the ground. It is important to note that, given this 
external triggering system, no requirement is placed on the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the radio emission. !

A single microwave antenna has about 120 degree vertical 
viewing angle. Each antenna is associated with one Auger 
particle detector. The signal is amplified with a large 
bandwidth low noise amplifier and then converted to a 
power trace by means of a commercial power detector. The 
power trace is measured continuously and only recorded 
when the associated particle detector is triggered. Shallow 
or deep showers have a distinct time profiles (red and blue 
lines respectively in the small plot).

The detection principle

Helicoidal FPV antenna with its copper reflector!
This antenna records GHz emission in the 1 to 2 GHz band. 
The copper reflector protects from the ground emission.



Détection radio au GHz !

!   Premier modèle dans le domaine  Emission Bremsstrahlung moléculaire (MBR) dans 
les gerbes atmosphériques!

� Phénoménologie (1)! � Sensibilités! � Activités techniques! �  Installation!

•  Détermination du budget énergétique et 
numérique des émetteurs MBR! ➡  Résultat : Intensité ~100 fois plus faible qu’attendu!

Taux de collisions des électrons secondaires en 
fonction de l ‘énergie pour plusieurs processus " Intensité MBR attendue d’une gerbe de 1017.5eV à 10 km"

Publications: !
•  I. Al Samarai et al.  Astropart. Phys. 67 (2015) 26, arXiv :1409.5051!
•  2 Notes internes: GAP 2014-076, GAP 2014-084 "

Détection radio au GHz !

!   Premier modèle dans le domaine  Emission Bremsstrahlung moléculaire (MBR) dans 
les gerbes atmosphériques!

� Phénoménologie (1)! � Sensibilités! � Activités techniques! �  Installation!

•  Détermination du budget énergétique et 
numérique des émetteurs MBR! ➡  Résultat : Intensité ~100 fois plus faible qu’attendu!

Taux de collisions des électrons secondaires en 
fonction de l ‘énergie pour plusieurs processus " Intensité MBR attendue d’une gerbe de 1017.5eV à 10 km "

Publications: !
•  I. Al Samarai et al.  Astropart. Phys. 67 (2015) 26, arXiv :1409.5051!
•  2 Notes internes: GAP 2014-076, GAP 2014-084 "

Détection radio au GHz !

Nécessité d’optimiser le dispositif!
—> Nouvelles antennes!

—> Nouvelle configuration!

� Phénoménologie (2)! � Sensibilités! � Activités techniques! �  Installation!

Publications: !
•  I. Al Samarai et al., submitted to Phys. Rev. D (2016), arXiv :1601.00551 !
•  3 Notes internes: GAP 2014-076, GAP 2014-084, GAP 2015-090 !

"   Effets de suppression inclus dans le modèle 2015 —> Intensité deux fois plus faible!
"   Etude de la contribution des électrons primaires de la gerbe!
"   Le modèle reproduit bien les dernières mesures en laboratoire (Conti et al. 2015)!

Intensité MBR attendue d’une gerbe de 1017.5eV des 
électrons primaires et des électrons secondaires !



Détection radio au GHz !

Sensibilité attendue jusqu’à ~x100 avec le 
nouveau dispositif !

� Phénoménologie! � Sensibilités! � Activités techniques! �  Installation!

•  Note interne: GAP 2015-078 !

"   Nouvelles antennes et configuration de réseau!
"   Chaîne de simulation complète !

3-4 GHz! 1-2 GHz!



LSA: phase
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Large-scale cosmic rays anisotropies searches with Auger data Imen Al Samarai

the weather conditions at the time each event was recorded [7]. Such corrections guarantee that the
observed event rate with time is controlled by the instantaneous exposure only.

Rayleigh analysis. For a directional exposure w(a), where a is the RA, the flux F(a) can be
decomposed in terms of a harmonic expansion from the observed distribution of arrival directions
dN/da as:

F(a) =
1

w(a)

dN
da

= aa

0 + Â
n>0

aa

n cosna + Â
n>0

ba

n sinna. (2.1)

The first harmonic coefficients (n = 1) in RA are enough to reconstruct the equatorial dipole com-
ponent under the hypothesis that contributions from higher-order multipoles are negligible, while
the second harmonic coefficients (n= 2) are sensitive to the quadrupole component (and to eventual
higher-order multipoles). The Fourier coefficients of the flux can be estimated as:

aa

n =
2
Ñ

N

Â
i=1

wi cos(nai) , ba

n =
2
Ñ

N

Â
i=1

wi sin(nai), (2.2)

where the sums run over the number of events N in the energy range considered, and the nor-
malization factor is Ñ = ÂN

i=1 wi. The factors wi account for the variations in the operating size
of the array as a function of time that lead to small modulations in the exposure. Their determi-
nation is optimised within the energy range where the study is performed and is detailed in the
following sections. The amplitude can then be expressed as rn =

p
(aa

n )
2 +(ba

n )
2, and the phase

as fn = 1/n arctan(ba

n /aa

n ). In case of an underlying isotropy, the amplitude follows a Rayleigh
distribution while the phase follows a uniform distribution. The probability P(� rn) that an am-
plitude equal to or larger than rn arises from an isotropic distribution can be approximated by the
cumulative distribution function of the Rayleigh distribution P(� rn) = exp(�Ñr2

n/4).
East-West analysis. Alternatively to modelling the event rate and controlling the variations

of the exposure with time, the modulation of the flux in RA can be revealed using the East-West
(E-W) method, though it is less sensitive than the Rayleigh analysis by a factor ' 2.5 [8]. The
counting rate of the events observed in either the Eastern or the Western half field of view of the
array is subjected to variations during a sidereal day that can be either due to experimental effects
and/or to real variations in the primary CR flux from different parts of the sky. Systematic effects
of experimental origin are independent of the incoming direction so that they can be removed by
subtracting the counting rates of events coming from each of the sectors. On the other hand, in
the presence of a genuine equatorial dipole, the difference in the E-W counting rate would show
modulations that are expected to be related to those of the genuine dipole. More specifically, the
amplitude rEW , and phase fEW can be calculated from the arrival times of N events using the
standard first harmonic analysis, slightly modified to account for the subtraction of the Western
sector to the Eastern one [8]. The amplitude of the first harmonic, r1, and the phase, f1, of the
RA modulation determined with the Rayleigh formalism are related to rEW and fEW through the
relations r1 = rEW phcosd i/2hsinqi, and f1 = fEW +p/2 [8], where hcosd i is the mean value of
the cosine of the declinations of events, and q is the zenith angle.

Reconstruction of the equatorial dipole component. In the case of an underlying pure
dipole, the relationship between r1 and the projection of the dipole on the Earth equatorial plane
d?, which is the quantity of interest to compare the results of different experiments, depends on
the latitude of the observatory and on the range of zenith angles considered. To first order, the
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relationship reads d? ' r1/hcosd i, with hcosd i ' 0.78 for events with zenith angles below 60� at
the Auger Observatory [9].

3. Phase of the first harmonic from ' 10 PeV to the highest energies

Harmonic analyses in RA have been previously reported in [2] and [9]. Although no significant
departure from isotropy was revealed in the amplitude, notable features concerning the evolution
of the phases with energy from 1016 eV up to the highest energies were pointed out. In this section,
we report on the status of these features with independent data.

In [9], a Rayleigh analysis of the data collected at the 1500 m array above 1 EeV was pre-
sented in detail. In this analysis, the weight factors wi make use of the number of active cells
ncell(t) (number of active detectors surrounded by six active neighbours) constantly monitored at
the Observatory. The total number of active cells, Ncell, as a function of the sidereal time a0 (mea-
sured by the right ascension of the zenith at the center of the array) and its relative variations, DNcell,
are obtained as Ncell(a0) = Â j ncell(a0+ j.Tsid) and DNcell(a0) =

Ncell(a0)
hNcelli , where Tsid is the duration

of the sidereal day, and hNcelli= T�1
sid

R Tsid
0 da0Ncell(a0). The weighting factor for each event is thus

derived as wi = DN�1
cell(a

i
0). Below 1 EeV, additional spurious modulations of the event rate arise

from the variation of the detection efficiency with time (through the impact of weather effects). For
this reason, amplitudes and phases are derived from the E-W method. In [2], amplitudes and phases
as obtained from the data collected at the 750 m array were also derived using the E-W method.
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Figure 1: Left: Status of the prescription on phases for the 750 m array data using the E-W method, the
prescribed test on phases (F= 263�) is shown with a dashed line. Right: Status of the prescription on phases
for the 1500 m array data, the prescribed test on phases is shown with a dashed line.

Applying these particular analysis methods to data prior to 25 June 2011, a constant phase was
observed around ⇡ 270� for energies below 1 EeV, while a change of phase to ⇡ 100� was observed
at higher energies. This may be indicative of a real anisotropy, since a constancy of phases in
ordered energy bins is expected to appear with a smaller number of events than necessary for the
amplitudes to stand significantly above the background noise [9, 10]. Since the phases were not
defined a priori, a prescribed test was set to establish with data posterior to 25 June 2011 whether
this effect is real at 99% CL. Once an additional exposure of 21,000 km2 sr yr is reached for the
1500 m array, a positive anisotropy signal will be claimed with a global threshold of 1% upon the
realization of one or two predefined conditions. The conditions require an alignment of phases
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from isotropy appears for the bf

1 Fourier coefficient in both energy bins. The negative values found
indicate a dipolar component dz pointing to the south, although with low statistical significance
(4 < E < 8 EeV: 2.4%, E > 8 EeV: 1.5% probability).

The reconstruction of the dipole components from the Rayleigh analysis has been done for
the case where only a dipole contribution to large-scale anisotropies is relevant, and for the case
where a possible quadrupole contribution is present. In the first case, the equatorial component d?
is retrieved in the same manner as given in section 2, while the dipole component along the Earth
rotation axis is retrieved through dz = bf

1/(cos `obshsinqi), where `obs denotes the latitude of the
Observatory. The total dipole amplitude for the higher energy bin is 0.073 ± 0.015 pointing to
(a,d ) = (95�±13�,�39�±13�). In the second case, a combination of a dipole plus a quadrupole
was considered. It was found that the dipole is consistent with results from the first case with larger
uncertainties, and the quadrupole components are not significant. The exposure-weighted average
of the differential flux smoothed in angular windows of 45� radius in equatorial coordinates is
shown in figure 2 1 for the two energy bins considered. The maximum flux difference in the lower
energy bin is just 8%, while for the highest energy bin, it reaches 21%.
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Figure 2: Sky map in equatorial coordinates of flux, in km�2 yr�1 sr�1 units, smoothed in angular windows
of 45� radius, for observed events with energies 4< E <8 EeV (left) and E >8 EeV (right).

5. Conclusion

Different approaches have been explored by the Pierre Auger Collaboration to reveal large-
scale anisotropies imprinted on the CR arrival directions. These analyses take advantage of the
large number of events provided by the two arrays, even below full detection efficiency. Using the
cumulative data sets, a summary of these analyses is given in table 1 and figure 3.

Upper limits on amplitudes are reported in the right panel of figure 3. In the two energy
intervals where the p-values for the amplitudes are 1.5 ⇥ 10�4 and 6.4 ⇥ 10�5 (between 1 and
2 EeV, and for the integral bin above 8 EeV (mean energy of 14.5 EeV) respectively, amplitudes
are also shown. The observed amplitude above 8 EeV suggests that a large-scale anisotropy is
imprinted on the CR arrival directions of extragalactic CRs towards ' 95� in right ascension. It
is interesting to note that this phase is roughly in the opposite direction to the one suggested in

1A rectification of the analogous figure published in [5] is shown here. Figure 3 in [5] had the flux incorrectly
normalised to the exposure limited to events with zenith angles smaller than 60� (37,142 km2 sr yr) while here it is
correctly normalised to the total exposure including events with zenith angles between 60� and 80� (48,029 km2 sr yr).
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Figure 3: Left: Measured phases of the first harmonic modulation in RA. Right: Upper limits of the dipole
equatorial component. Amplitudes are also reported in the two energy bins when the corresponding p-value
expected from isotropy is below 10�3.

DE [EeV] N d?±Dd? [%] f ±D
f

[�] P(> d?) [%] dUL
? [%]

750 m [E-W] 0.015�0.03 32,244 6.4±3.8 319±42 25 14.5
750 m [E-W] 0.03�0.06 393,846 1.4±0.9 169±46 30 3.3
750 m [E-W] 0.06�0.12 581,313 0.5±0.6 353±71 73 2.0
750 m [E-W] 0.12�0.25 268,728 1.4±0.8 310±43 27 3.1
750 m [E-W] 0.25�0.5 68,782 2.8±1.5 325±39 20 6.0
750 m [E-W] 0.5�1 14,324 7.2±3.3 233±31 10 14.5

1500 m [E-W] 0.25�0.5 918,247 0.58±0.45 245±54 45 1.5
1500 m [E-W] 0.5�1 1,464,390 0.65±0.33 279±36 15 1.3

1500 m [R] 1�2 738,683 0.90±0.2 326±14 1.5⇥10�2 -
1500 m [R] 2�4 196,992 0.60±0.38 325±48 45 1.45

1500 m [R,*] 4�8 50,417 0.40±0.80 15±103 88 4.0
1500 m [R,*] > 8 19,797 5.7±1.3 95±13 6.4⇥10�3 -

Table 1: Summary of the harmonic analysis in different energy intervals in terms of the equatorial com-
ponent of the dipole. In the left column, [E-W] and [R] stand for the selected methods used to obtain the
results, East-West or Rayleigh respectively. Data used are from 01/01/04 to 31/12/14, except for the two last
bins indicated with [R,*], where events with zenith angles larger than 60� are included and where the ending
date is 31/12/13, as reported in [5].

the summary phase plot shown in the left panel for CRs with energies below 1 EeV and which
is in the general direction of the Galactic Centre. An interesting possibility to explain the low
amplitudes over the wide energy range would thus be that a progressive cross-over might be taking
place between a component of Galactic origin and another one of extragalactic origin. The global
dipole anisotropy is then the sum of two vectors with opposite directions, providing then a natural
mechanism to reduce significantly the amplitude of the vector describing the arrival directions of
the whole population of CRs. Continued scrutiny of the large-scale distribution of arrival directions
of CRs with increased sensitivity will provide further insights to reveal the origin of CRs in this
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Figure 1: Distribution in altitude and energy of the muons produced in inclined showers; in grey: muons reaching the ground.
Left: proton shower of 1 EeV, ✓ = 72 deg; right: 80 deg.

Figure 2: Correlation between the depth of maximal size X
max

and the depth o maximal muon production X

µ
max

. Left: Showers
at ✓ = 72 deg, from protons (open symbols) or iron nuclei (solid symbols) using di↵erent models for hadronic interactions (see
below Sect. 5.2. Right: dependence on zenith angle for the QGSJET II model.

The geometrical frames and coordinates used hereafter are described in Fig. 3.
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